STRAUMANN® CARES® DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

CARES® Integrated Digital Solutions
3Shape TRIOS®
Intraoral Scanner
Rock your practice
3Shape TRIOS® Intraoral Scanner

As part of the fully validated CARES® Solutions, Straumann offers the 3Shape TRIOS®:
- A powder-free intraoral scanner with high accuracy 3D output and realistic colors
- With ‘AI Scan’ removing unwanted soft tissue for faster impression-taking
- Measuring the teeth shade and record the patients own jaw movement getting the best restorative result back from lab
- Enjoy the freedom of wireless scanning

3Shape TRIOS® 3
- The entry level intraoral scanning solution
- Open STL data format
- Use the scanner to record the patients own jaw movements for the best restorative result
- Design a new smile in minutes
- Simulate a proposed outcome of a treatment

3Shape TRIOS® 4
- Caries diagnostic aid*
- Smart tips - heats instantly
- Open STL data format
- Compare a patients scans taken over time for a visual of actual change in dentition

CARIES DIAGNOSTIC AID*
The world’s first intraoral scanner with digital detection of possible surface and interproximal caries** without the need for an additional scanning device.

SMART TIPS
New generation of tips with instant-heat technology so you are scan-ready in seconds, and enabling 30% additional battery life. Plus a dedicated tip to aid the detection of interproximal caries.**

* Caries diagnostic aid not cleared by the FDA for clinical use in the US.
** Detection aid of possible interproximal caries using infrared scans coming soon.
3Shape TRIOS® Design Studio Solution

OPEN, SIMPLE AND FLEXIBLE SAME-DAY DENTISTRY
Add 3Shape TRIOS Design Studio® to your 3Shape TRIOS® intraoral scanner and get a complete same-day dentistry CADCAM solution that lets you easily design and mill in your own practice. Scan and create crowns, inlays, onlays, veneers and implant crowns with a direct connection to Straumann® CARES® C series in a step-by-step workflow. In addition, you have the “send-to-lab” option for more advanced indications.
1. Choose your scanner

- TRIOS 4
- TRIOS 3
- TRIOS 3 Basic

2. Choose your connection

- Wireless
  - Option for TRIOS 4
  - and TRIOS 3
- Wired

3. Choose your setup

- MOVE
- Cart
  - Available with TRIOS 3 Basic
  - and TRIOS 3
- Pod

---

**Straumann and 3Shape – changing dentistry together**

Dentists and lab technicians can now take advantage of the close cooperation between Straumann and 3Shape to get extremely competitive and attractive solutions. The two companies have created a strong partnership which offers a wide range of validated and integrated digital workflows between their systems.
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